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The republic-wide account by Holovsotsvykh noted that although the ·per®U 
of Ukrainian-language schools (77.8 per cent) was higher than the ethnic 
nian percentage of the UkrSSR population (75.1 per cent), Ukrainian-laii 
schools enrolled a proportionately low percentage of the student, populll 
62.9 per cent in 1924.79 According to the report, the phenomenon was•exli!M 
by the fact that local authorities had Ukrainized schools in the cities much 
than in the villages and, similarly, seven-year schools: much less than! ·'fo, ~ 
schools. The addition of half-Ukrainized schools would increase the ·pro~ortl 
of students significantly (to approximately 73.2 per cent, just slightly lqw~ 
the percentage of ethnic Ukrainians), Proponents of Ukrainization used evl<i 
such as this to argue that Ukrainization was incomplete. Narkomos's aim' 

provide Ukrainian~language instruction for all ethnic-Ukrainian schoolhltU 
first and foremost. It gave only secondary, ·ad hoe consideration. to a si:od 
actual spoken language, ,, ' 

In spite of the experience' of Mykolaiv Labour School No. '28, N 
hoped that by expanding Ukrainian-language schooling in industrial,'; 
and by improving the quality of.language instruction throughout the rep'uBU 
would fundamentally strengthen the school's chances for·pedagogical succ 
the number of students attending Ukrainian-language schools were co -in 
it would need to employ more, and better, teachers. Narkomos blamed ~e 
pace of Ukrainization in the Odesa, Katerynsolav, Cherrtihiv, and Don.et$ 
inces on the Russian-language education of most teachers. so Do nets provin. , 
ther suffered from the almost complete absence of teachers•with the mo'sI 
skills in Ukrainian. 81 Narkomos recommended that all local organs use•:ili: , 
summer to campaign for the retraining of teachers, not only in the .iW 
language, but also in the history, geography,' 'and literature of Ukraine: l ' 
the supply of Ukrainian pedagogical literature and the newspaper Narodni' ur. 
as a necessary part of this retraining. The Chernihiv Provincial Education , 
reported to Narkomos that it had included·work on the Ukrainian lan 
operative plan for general pedagogical µ,aining.· Teachers had organized cir 
the study of orthography and literature and were examining other detail q 
tions individually. 82 However, the Chernihiv section complained, teache~ · 
lacked needed literature for their study. Especially in these more Russian,sp 
areas of Ukraine, teachers willing to take on the challenge ofUkra:ini:ane 
instruction would need much greater institutional support. 

Chapter Six 

Limited Urgency 

Uiou_gh schools had formally converted to Ukrainian-language instruction in 
0ts,proximace to the ethnic-Ukrainian proportion of the children's popula

il, :(he pedagogical press and local education officials expressed concern that 
s· were not achieving the sort of change in schooled literacy that Ukrain
·esired. Teachers did not know Ukrainian enough, were not seeking fur-

.ruining (or being told to do so), and quickly lost whatever knowledge they 
·, in.•shorc-cerm courses. Some administrators suggested that teachers' use of 
w:ed" Ukrainian heavily dependent on Russian borrowings was doing more 

1' iihan good for the Soviet agenda of uniting the republic's labouring classes 
ei:a comm.on Ukrainian national culture. They claimed that it was a language 

-uld not be recognized by Ukrainian speakers (including the peasantry) 
lied its use did little to alter the existing linguistic hierarchy, opening up 

'wan to further ridicule. 
· ~ purists contended that the language in its "corrupted" form seemed 

much like the unsophisticated dialect of Russian that some opponents to 
· t!on contended it was. Teachers were relaying such prejudices to chil
til eir parents, and to the wider public. Ironically, it was in the republic's rural 

inian-speaking areas where skilled Ukrainian teachers were in short supply. 
illi ·the language was not taught well, the teachers' critics charged that peasants 

itldrta:ktJ on urban suspicions of Ukrainian as a language that might be spoken 
fuu1d not be taught. Teachers were undermining the authority of language, 
ID~a:i:nian school, and the objectives of Soviet nationalities policy as a whole. 
· order for literacy in Ukrainian to have any meaning, Narkomos resorted to 
ng as a measure of policing and regulating teacher knowledge. In 1927, in dis-
. n-from previous efforts, education officials called for a simultaneous repub
ld ,perevirka of teacher knowledge. The perevirka would test not just basic 

wl~Mge of Ukrainian, but also the teachers' command of a national culture, 
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defined according to a now-developed Soviet script. Teachers who failed to perto 
were threatened with remedial study and, ultimately, dismissal. However,. N' 
komos officials still left it to local authorities to work out the test content, repe' 
requirements, and individual punitive action. Local officials expressed exaspe11uh:1. 
at the number of possible criteria for exception from the necessity to take th~ · 

In fact, the number of teachers who actually sat for the exam on tirn · 
small, and observers charged that the low testing rate and delays undermin ed 
objectives of Ukrainization in schooling. The failure to enact a comprehen i\• 
well-timed perevirka was connected to larger issues involving the policy of _ 
ization generally. Who would test the teachers? IfNarkomos did not assw
quality Ukrainian-studies knowledge among teachers, who, then, would cral.
test state employees? The whole policy of Ukrainization depended on a r: 
supply of experts and - at a local level - the chief source was the schoolhow , 

Meanwhile, the goalposts of Soviet nationalities policy were under disp4rc. 
proposed 1927 perevirka can be regarded fundamentally as pressure on'l'lae p. 
of Ukrainizers for a determination of what would constitute schooled lit1! 
in Ukrainian. Who needed to be trained in this form of literacy? Who ~p 
be excluded? What political meaning would be associated with this Uren_ ' f 
larger debate within the KP(b)U and between Commissar of Educatio . Q · 
sandr Shumsky, Ukrainian First Secretary Lazar Kaganovich, and Stalin• 
on the question of ethnicity. That is, should ethnic Ukrainians, be in con~ro 
political authority in the republic; should the requirement to have a £omman 
Ukrainian studies be extended to all citizens of the republic, specifically .w.o'.Blc 
and what should the relationship of Ukrainian culture be to the largest cate 
ethnic Ukrainians by class, the peasantry? In the end, the Communist Partyic~ 
not concede that Ukrainian literacy should be confined to the peasantry .or 
rural speakers alone determine its content. Stalin, Shumsky, Kaganovich,.antr.ili 
KP(b)U all conceded that this was a real danger. 

The question was how to promote, regulate, and lead the drive rowar~ 
new literacy if "Ukrainian elements" in the party and working class wer_e>iW" 
The KP(b)U leadership, with Stalin's concurrence, forbade the use of fotce&ilr. 
Ukrainization of the working class. The solution seemed to be a campa igmof ,P.i! 
s~asion and promotion of ethnic elites within the party. Such persuasion Zf/fl 
not work, however, if real and symbolic authority remained with the Russi~ I 
guage and career advancement to leadership occurred regardless of language nb 
ity. In a way, by making this argument, the party was making the same· mis 
had credited to Shumsky: an obsession with ethnicity and an automatic uad 
among ethnicity, national sensibility, and loyalty to the Ukrainization cam:gaig 
To return to the perevirka campaign, the KP(b)U leadership insisted char, j. ~

of Shumsky's criticisms, the party was making progress, particularly in ~chaoij 
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ijrucally under Shumsky's command). However, that failed 1927 perevirka cam
·gi;i:,;would reveal that teachers were suspicious of oversight, progress was likely 
ll-'35 np id as hoped, and it was difficult to assess just what was being taught in 

'a-schools. School literacy was not neatly reproduced from one school to the next 
L1W'1but the republic and extended to the working class. The Ukrainian culture 

t t.ilin and the KP(b)U wanted to develop "spontaneously'' was, in fact, not 
dct prolerarian control and remained the preserve of local regulation, if any 

fon existed at all. 
l'ls,~ the party faced a dilemma generally. Was the policy of Ukrainization 
(l_pt.without a real growth in Ukrainian culture among the working class? 

W cauld the working class (and the-party) lead this policy if they did not know 
Ukrainian language and were not proficient enough in the basics of Ukrainian 
' to'direct its content? Schools, for all their problems, were the answer that 
orrios and Ukrainizers within the par·ty looked to as a run against the party's 

hihition of Ukrainization of the working class. Schools would teach Ukrainian 
na:1 :culture to the children of Russian-speaking workers. Members of the 
}W Politburo Commission on Ukrainization raised specific concerns about 

e~olment of ethnic-Russian children (especially children of workers), but 
. · pn administrators would continue to target children of Russified Ukraini
for-Ukrainizacion. 

ah"Rus sified Ukrainians" meant was open to interpretation. Regardless, 
cd}lcation officials stressed that Ukrainian schools must embrace this popula

. aphe need for Ukrainian schools in the "Russified" cities would continue 
~w;as Ukrainian peasant migrants sought industrial employment. They raised 
/il~D'.thar school enrolment (and graduation) of Ukrainian children remained 

cionally lower than that of other national groups and that the best schools 
'lic,d in the hands of Russian speakers, often children of the former bourgeoi

!'nr.al resistance to Ukrainization was equated with anti-Soviet behaviour 
iP"Jmsi_tion to educational reform. Politically, it was critical that local officials 

r;rUlmtinizat ion campaign to the city core. While acknowledging parental 
r , supporters of Ukrainization in the party were willing to override them 
o~a~., to strengthen the authority of the Ukrainian schoolhouse and tacitly 
·aver the Russified Ukrainian population to their cause (or simply break their 

· :u:l<:X:-ifit stemmed from white-collar elements). They conceded the argument 
Ucmtion officials that the working class was beginning to think Ukrainization 

j!l.§rabout them. Soviet authorities needed to direct the campaign against the 
:er rivileged as well. Ultimately, the Ukrainization of schooling was about 
' g up the loyalties of the working class to the objectives of Soviet education 
psuring a calibration of the republic's schooling network to the anticipated 

of Ukrainian elements in this class. 
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Raising the Bar: Evaluating Teachers' Failures 

Teachers in Ukraine faced a daunting task. They had to transfer theu; · 
tion to the Ukrainian language, implement a poorly articulated but~essetl 
new methodology, and struggle to achieve authority for themselves and• 
school among parents and the wider community. Narkomos considere", 
of these tasks - use of the Ukrainian language - to be the principal-cm 
achieving the latter two. However, three years after Ukrainization began 
nest, Ukrainian teachers' knowledge of the language remained poor. Mm 
had been Ukrainized in name alone. Narkomos ordered its local secti.onscq 
an accurate evaluation (perevirka) of Ukrainization in early 1927 and pi 
improvement. 

Prior to the beginning of this campaign, regular reports in the teabli~' 
warned of the poor state of Ukrainization. A January 1927 article · 'Vil 
uchytel argued that claims that schools had been nearly completely lJ · 
were simply false. In fact, "Ukrainian schools are truly much too few,a.nd 
very, very far away from 100 percent. In the majority of cases, our schodl ~ 
beds of Ukrainian semi-literacy."1 The article insisted the problem was,nQt 
to orthographic mistakes or dialectal variation. Teachers lacked elemen ._ , 
edge of the Ukrainian language. Another report maintained that ofi:en , 
tion was doing more harm than good, that schools and other Soviet ~ 
were sponsoring a distorted form of Ukrainian: "Little by little, but .oon 
a so-called 'Ukrainized language' is being pushed into general usage.apii 
language that the peasant (that peasant for whom most of the work on · 
tion is being undertaken) does not want to hear and does not undcrs~· 
was difficult, then, to speak of Ukrainization when authorities and cea~e 
were using a language that bore little resemblance to the Ukrainian the pop 
recognized and employed. 

The pedagogical press spoke often of the "maiming" of the Ukrainianlan 
by teachers. Vasyl Nuzhny, a correspondent for Narodnii uchytel, repto,H 
excerpt of an official letter by the head of a Dnipropetrovsk railroad sd1;e I· 
ing the results of Ukrainian-language study in his school. The excerp _ GJ:lll 
numerous borrowings from Russian or slightly Ukrainized forms ~'M 
words. Nuzhny concluded, "When you read the letter, you ask what la)i 
is in. Language mixing exists among those heads responsible for Ukr · · 
the railway."3 The letter was a lesson in precisely how not to Ukrainize. 

Local education sections, then, were desperate not only for qualified. 
who enjoyed the favour and the support of the communities in whicliln& 
and lived, but ones -fully proficient in Ukrainian. Remarkably, just astl- ~ 
to find highly trained teachers in urban -areas, the pedagogical press 
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·:iia ion sections reported that educators capable, and willing, to teach in Ukrai
W.ere concentrated in the republic's largely Russified cities. Narodnii uchytel 

ht:ained that, in regard to the Ukrainization of the Dnipropetrovsk railroad 
_ '., -there was an overabundance of Ukrainian instructors in large junction 

lfl!s .ut that the lack of teachers at small stations severely limited progress.4 

Q'desa ·Regional Education Section similarly reported in 1926 that a greater 
porJiloh!'of village teachers had no knowledge of Ukrainian compared to city 

.. (33 per cent compared to 14 per cent, according to an early perevirka).5 

·rban_ areas had greater resources to hire good teachers, as well as to train 
-they had. However, even this training was limited in scope. The Southwest 
~a dministrati on organized short-term courses in Ukrainian for its vari

ployees, including educators employed in schools along its line. However, 
, ; ·_es were oriented towards the writing of simple letters and business cor
n ~ cc and offered no job-specific training for teaching. Narodnii uchytel 
ted. this practice, claiming that for teachers, "language is everything, a tool 
iJf "6 Jt allowed that teachers of the earliest 'grades• might be able to get by, 

}Ultothers. They lacked knowledge of orthography, terminology, and the basic 
•required to do their job. The books they needed for further study were 

t ·not available in the library, certainly not in outlying areas, and teachers 
~ nm afford to buy them themselves. Dnipropetrovsk railway teachers who 
11~:li.n.Ukrainian-language courses held in 1924-5 were said to have forgot

,v,,Iiatirchey had learned by the end of 1926.7 Instruction in the classroom might 
be~n formally in Ukrainian, but daily conversation was in Russian. 

O~ember 1926, Narkomos announced local education sections would hold 
ies of formal perevirky of Ukrainian knowledge, to begin in January. This 

cement caused near-instant anxiety among teachers. According to one 
f p.ublished in Narodnii uchytel, a representative of the Bila Tserkva regional 

<ttiominspector-are announced the upcoming examination at the end of a dis-
caachers' conference. At first, the teachers simply tried to refuse to undergo 

p1l-Ie:t'irka, but the inspectorate representative insisted he would enforce it and 
•, o~e who failed to demonstrate adequate knowledge.8 The newspaper 
'~d' how individual schools then formed small, self-study groups (hurtky), 

my. to raise the teachers' qualifications in Ukrainian. In fact, they drew 
m;il complaints about the lack of Ukrainian literature and the absence of a 
• Ukrainian orthography. In response, the regional inspectorate prepared 
\u,,~recommend.ing that teachers actually study, rather than issue protests. 

eh soit of passive resistance to the perevirka appears to have been com
;:th:e,teachers' press acknowledged that although an outline for a prepara

was widely available, the necessary books and literature were not. 9 

r '#elayed, pleaded for more time and support, or simply claimed that they 
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did not have to study for the exam. Narodnii uchytel related a comical sc· ~ 
Ukrainian teacher who avoided preparing for the perevirka because b:eiwas · 
Ukrainian, ,with "ancestors stretching back to the Zaporizhzhian Cossacl{s. 
soon learned that the perevirka tested much more than the ability simp ly t: 
verse or write in Ukrainian. He could not answer any basic pedagogicaJ,q~ · 
about orthography and pronunciation. The perevirka commission pl'ac;e ' • 
the lowest category (third) and threatened him with dismissal if he• did :a 

his qualifications. The next night, Petro Semenovych was haunted by .·9' 
a demonic representation of the pre-1917 orthography, "in p int.e-nez-e}f 
with a black beard and black, greasy fleas covering its body." He awoke1cg' · 
to learning how to pronounce correctly and "not write like a Ru ssian.'/.; 1 

paper's message was clear. New Ukrainian teachers had to cast away theirJ 
of Russian and its tsarist-era standards. The perevirka would test their und ·i:s 
ing and embrace of a Ukrainian language defined distinctly by Soviet Lingllil 
reflected in the new revolutionary literature. 

Teachers also sought to avoid evaluation by perevirka commiss ionJ •B ·' 
onstrating proficiency through other documentation. A Narodriii 1~0/ij 'et 
asked the newspaper's editors if teachers might be exempt from the per_ 
they submitted proof (dovidka) they had taken atest in Ukrainian licerani 
viously as part of a short-term pedagogical course. The editors replied illat 
commissions for Ukrainization could make this determination, but , cl{a~ 
komos instructions provided for general exempticins:11 Officially, the:fcillo 
categories of teachers were not required to undergo' a perevirka: 1). grarlU:itcs 
Ukrainian-language institutes, pedtekhnikumy (pedagogical technical coll g 
secondary schools; 2) those who placed in the first (highest) ea.ego · in 
government employee-Ukrainization ~xarns; and 3) those who had tauglw 
Ukrainian language in older groups for at least ·two years and in young 
for at least five years. In fact, according to the head.of Kyiv Regional Inspteto 
Lukashenko, an overwhelming majority of teachers in the region belong _ it 

of these three groups. 12 Thus, the reality was that only a small proportiori(d 
ers actually underwent'an examination. The Narodnii uchytel reader's ·qu · o 
an attempt to diminish this number even more. ·:. I 

Such exemptions weakened the authority.of the perevirka before ic.e~ 
Lukashenko expressed frustration to Narkomos that his inspectorate co 
test many of its teachers, even when it had evidence that "rural school 'w"or 
extraordinarily distorting the language, that in 1927 the graduates 0£:po 
ary pedagogical schools·[pedvyshy] still do not know the langwige:well.£ahl 
that graduated from 1920-4 absolutely did not· know the language.l'~ 1I ex,· 
little to force,these "new:" Soviet teachers to increase their quali.fications;i(
not have to undergo µre,perevirka. Ivan Boikiv, an assistant inspector, ar' , 
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!her 1927 report to Lukashenko that no exemption should be given to ped
.graduates because their institutes of training had generally given too little 

nri011 to writing in Ukrainian, and he further recommended that Narkomos 
re ili·special state exam in the Ukrainian language for this category of teachers. 
iili~ed that not establishing absolute Tequirements for Ukrainian-language 

alificatians was reckless, comparable to allowing a teacher to teach mathematics 
OU.t .knowledge of percentages: "The time has already come to take care of the 

tureof the native word, to teach the young generation to love it and develop it, 
oAf.y~a person who knows and understands this word can teach it."14 Inspec
~~ Boikiv and Lukashenka believed strongly in the task of Ukrainization. 
· saw little point in holding a perevirka if it could not effect change. 

1$ a difficult matter to accomplish a perevirka, even in its limited form. 
'n ization commission in Budaivka (now Boiarka) district (Kyiv region) 

1earlier chosen not to determine the language level of teachers along with 
er. state employees in 1926, "due to the absence of directives and funds." 15 

ni,properrovsk, authorities did not investigate Ukrainization among half the 
er ,of the railroad as part of a general perevirka of employees. The teachers' 

1~ , Robos, had reportedly negotiated an exemption for those teachers attend
Ukrain.ian-language courses. 16 Local officials were undoubtedly financially 
ppitl,·but also wary about how to accurately gauge what should be required 

'nfa.a-language knowledge for a teacher. It was no wonder, then, that local 
cf:bs approached a republic-wide perevirka of the schools with some trepida

TAA,chers had resisted earlier attempts, and Narkomos instructions on how to 
, ·. had been ambiguous. 

'li!e-some inspectors were worried about the true level of Ukrainian know!
. arriong teachers, they did not know how to staff the perevirka commissions . 
eavticle in Narodnii uchytel questioned whether any commission could examine 

owledge of teachers accurately. Inspectorates had to rely on teachers to fill 
conµnissions. These teachers might act to protect their colleagues. Or, worse, 
· ~ secret that even now there are persons concluding a perevirka of institu
, who themselves should be evaluated." 17 The observer recommended that 

Narkom,os authorities appoint each regional commission with responsible 
l'ts 'The pool of qualified Ukrainian teachers was too small in the localities. 
qyer,, it was equally unlikely that Narkomos could have dispatched experts 
S4but the republic. There were not a great number of so-called experts at its 

·heven in Kyiv. Noting the weak Ukrainization in the city, Boikiv asked 
~ o;· "Why make demands on a province that does not have the ability 

i:h: ·cultural fruits and achievements of the Ukrainian word, [literature and 
sda material] that is easy to use in Kyiv?"18 The provinces would, neverthe
l{e to find a way. 
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A delay in the perevirka was perhaps inevitable, then, given the challcn 
involved. In response to the teachers' demand that they have an additio ~ 
months to pre.pare for the examination, one Narodnii uchytel correspond 
cautioned, ''.Almost all teachers ·believe this , and it is necessary to liste1.1.· o 
thoughts." 19 Lukashenko reported , that the perevirka in the Kyiv region :wo 
take up to two years to complete. As it was, he did not report his concerns · 
implementation of the perevirka to Narkomos until April 1927, three .mO 

after the anticipated date for commencement of the campaign. 2° Faced wirlt 
fact that teachers were ill-prepared to undergo a perevirka and that it wou!~ 
yield poor and, consequently, demoralizing results, Narkomos allowed incU [o 
regional inspectorates to postpone. This suspension reportedly greatly· ( , lt 
teachers, but Narodnii uchytel emphasized that the delay was not im~ 
remove a "burden," but rather to allow teachers to undertake in-depth studr. ' 
campaign for a perevirka of the Ukrainian language therefore involves sys 
study. Short preparation will not bring the anticipated results."21 The new ll' 
reminded teachers that the Ukrainian language was "the most essencial,chin 
their work. Preparation for the perevirka did not mean preparation for a t 
rote, but engagement in a cultural struggle. 

As will be further discussed, assurance of a high level of Ukrainian knowl 
among teachers was also essential to the success of the Ukrainization campai 
generally. Teachers not only evaluated other teachers, but also assessed an uai 
state employees whose knowledge in Ukrainian-language studies w;is poor 
1926, the Odesa Regional Ukrainization Commission prepared and requ _ • 
some sixty teachers to instruct civil servants in the city: twenty-five for cli 
nian language, twenty for literature, and fifteen for the history of revol · 
movements in Ukraine. 22 According to the head of the commission, th 
administration regularly monitored these instructors to ensure their · 
knowledge was good and instruction effective. 

The Proletariat's Role Debated 

The KP(b)U, of course, initiated and determined the course and ultima r' 
of the Ukrainization campaign. Above all, it :was concerned with the develq 
of Ukrainian speakers in the party ·ranks and state institutions. Two· furth e 
ries also drove the party's direct intervention: fear that it was losing contte 
Ukrainization work; and anxiety about how to deal with the Russified and · 
portion of the population, chiefly the "proletariat," the term the party applied 
industrial worker population (although many were recent arrivals to the ~ 

The question ofUkrainization o£the proletariat had troubled the party.11 in 
early debates on nationalities policy and had a furidamental impact on ed , 
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" , , In March 1923, Dmitrii Lebed, a high-ranking member of the KP(b)U, 
ed in a well-known article in the journal Kommunistthat a battle between Rus
anH Ukrainian cultures was inevitable in Soviet Ukraine. The line between the 
oulhir.es was clear: "In Ukraine, due to historical conditions, the culture of the 

1:lieRussian culture and the culture of the village is Ukrainian." 24 Russian, as 
h'igheri" urban culture, would win. In a KP(b)U Central Committee debate 
oll0wed the publication of this article, Lebed conceded that Ukrainian might 
ed. for , ''.cul cur-al enlightenment" in the villages, maintaining in a separate 

rt on -the nationality question that "it is sometimes necessary for peasants to 
cii cliei,r children in Ukrainian, sometimes necessary to go to the village and 
ijr questions in a language they understand." 25 However, the party absolutely 
d O'Ot promote Ukrainian in the city. The proletariat had no business learning 
~a ge of the "backward" peasantry. Lebed strongly opposed the current 
· 'n.lJkr alnization, because it promised increased use of Ukrainian in the city 
flgj.rhe party and the proletariat, emboldened reactionary elements in favour 

· r nation building ("nationalization"), and, ultimately, was a waste of time . 
e.od, the peasancrywould have to accede to use of Russian. As long as the 

·r~ai ned neurr al, the victory of Russian culture was assured. 
ost.leading memb ers of the party distanced them selves from the theo ry of a 
e·between two cultures," bu t Lebed himself escaped personal censure. Nev" 

el~, ,his contention that Russian culture in Ukraine had become intrinsically 
•. was a seductive argument for the party's rank and file. It influenced the 

l continued caution regarding the city and prohibition against the forced 
-~ tion of the proletariat. Yet, a policy of Ukrainization confined to the 

a[Jd organs of government serving the peasantry had little value in a prole-
ce. Future Commissar of Education Shumsky and other strong advocates 

c:iq>ansion ofUkrainization argued in 1923 that the proletariat was not, by 
~i0n, Russian. In response to Lebed, Shumsky claimed in an essay published 
· ril ·10 edition of Kommunistthat there was no reason that a battle between 

,sh0uld take place. Suggesting that the proletariat in the republic was, in 
(J;ncrainian origin and therefore would not permit a struggle against Ukrai

Mire, he. asked: "From where is the proletariat recruited for industry? Is a 
tohl e place within the proletariat itself?"26 The real battle, he suggested, 
d he .i.bout development of the proper language environment for a "single 
'llli.culture of worker-peasant industry." He clearly believed that Ukrainian 

ominate this setting in the UkrSSR, because it could best secure a union 
g 

1
abourers in Ukraine. For Ukrainization advocates, this union, touted by 

p Qp:tganda but often ignored in practice, was essential. 
~ was unwilling to concede that the proletariat was wholly Rus
r ~ven Russified, although he did not deny that Ukrainian speakers were 
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concentrated among the peasantry. He argued that the prole rariat 'was 
growing because of Ukrainian membership. The future of industry in the 
would depend on the productive capacity of these and other workers dxa, 
the peasantry. Shumsky, in agreement with party doctrine, malntalncd 
proletariat must lead the peasantry. However, he and other UkrainizC:Cs b' 
that this charge could not mean neglect of the national question or pe 
cerns. The proletariat would guide, not combat, the peasantry. 

Ukrainizers maintained that Ukrainization was the key for the merger. o. 
gle Ukrainian, but distinctly socialist, nation of labourers. Oppo nen~ o 
power existed: the bourgeois intelligentsia and kulaks. It was these force.. 
proletariat must oppose, by robbing them of any opportunity to stin1up n 
dissent. Shumsky insisted that the bourgeois intelligentsia, both :! 
Ukrainian, were in essence battling for their "daily bread" (khleb, 11.asuslmi 
to attract segments of the population to their cause. Proletarian neucr · 
national question would only increase their enemies' chances of suc:<:e.5§ 
!age, if the proletariat permitted a struggle over language, it would ''giv: 
for the peasants to unite under the kulaks, serve kulak interests of an o · 
with the proletariat (not just a cultural one)."27 Shumsky thus acknO\vlb 
potential of a cultural divide and the peasantry's susceptibility to nat ii>nwli 
ence. However, the solution he saw was in engagement. The prolecaria .q 
assume leadership of the development of national culture precisely.be~ 
"great meaning" to the peasantry. 

What divided Lebed and Shumsky, therefore, was not a difference 
about the possibility of a struggle between national cultures, bu -1 • 

views about its inevitability and the proletariat's relationship with eh p 
Although Lebed spoke about the need to unite the peasantry with .the 
iat, the party would accomplish this alliance through the farmer's sub 
The party, he wrote in response to Shumsky's criticism, had to do aw~ 
previous policy of concessions to the peasantry, "who lead the petliur~ 
[anti-Soviet nationalism]. "28 The coming fight over Ukrainization woµI 
coloured by this judgment. Those who opposed it insisted that there ~ 
for the proletariat to yield to a language predominantly spoken by-:ar 
and politically suspect population, the peasantry. Those who argue 
in favour of it maintained that proletarian mastery of Ukrainian woul 
taneously fuse the labouring populations, legitimize and streng the pt 
leadership, and alter the direction of Ukrainian culture. Ukrainian cnl1 
become fundamentally modern, proletarian, and socialist. 

In 1925, the new first secretary of the KP(b)U, Lazar Kaganovich/ r.l 
a Ukrainization commission under the Politburo in an attempt to 
party's authority over the campaign. Kaganovich had grown up in a J ey,f' 
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Uki; 'aian village. Upon assuming leadership of the KP(b)U, he polished up 
alniao-language skills and demanded that party members learn Ukrainian , 

t.il)•Official functions, and thCereby take on greater leadership of the Ukrainian 
;1.cion. His arrival marked a new campaign for the vigorous Ukrainization 

f!icialdom, yet there was still a limit to the measures he proposed. In March 
6 he suggested that the party. reassert its disavowal of the forced Ukrainization 

pioletariat in its new theses on nationalities policy. This proposal did not 
stlppon: by all in the KP(b)U. Shumsky raised strong objections to Kaganov
~e mem of Ukrainization in a private meeting with Stalin. 

9rd:i.ng to a letter Stalin wrote to the KP(b)U in April, Shumsky argued that 
ugb ~he intelligentsia was Ukrainizing . fast and Ukrainian culture growing, 

d proletariat risked losing influence over the process. 29 In Shumsky's 
one of the greatest "sins" of the party and trade unions was that they had 
ruited Communists who had "immediate ties with Ukrainian culture" to 
~p, positions. Furthermore, the ·party had permitted incomplete Ukrain-
1 especially among the working class. He criticized ·Kaganovich's leadership 
g d,that the party appoint ethnic Ukrainians to prominent positions in the 

nt and party, recommending, specifically, former Narkmos Commissar 
head of Radnarkom. 

11\~e d Shumsky's criticisms on their head, agreeing with some of Shum
as:! .contentions but sharply condemning his proposed remedies. Stalin 
~ . that-the party could not allow Ukrainization to fall into foreign hands 
t lll?-'C party needed cadres who both knew Ukrainian culture and under
~ portance of the policy. However, he argued that Shumsky's call for 

:W-krainization among the proletariat suggested a policy of forced Ukrain
o Ru.ssian~speaking workers. While Stalin allowed that "the population 

itb e nationalized (Ukrainized)" over the long term, he firmly rejected 
,®tve, interference in this "spontaneous" process. 30 Second, he maintained 
umsky's insi~tence on ethnic-Ukrainian leadership of Ukrainization had 
r,m to the "shady side of this process." Due to the still-weak Ukrainian 

of,:he. party, non-Communist intelligentsia might lead the policy and take 
Gharacter of a struggle against 'Moscow' in general, against Russians in 

, against Russian culture and its high achievement - Leninism." He argued 
e .writings of Ukrainian essayist Mykola Khvylovy demonstrated the real 

ti;il of this tendency. Khvylovy's case for the de-Russification of the prole
tltintegration of Ukrainian culture with European tradition represented 

·itwa,y from Moscow."31 The party had to struggle against this danger. The 
opmenc of Ukrainian national culture had to be accomplished within the 
~6t k of the Soviet Union, under the leadership of the All-Union Commu

ty, ,che VKP (b). 
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Even if taken at face value, Stalin's letter to the KP(b)U reveals something · · 
the limits of proposed Ukrainization. The central party leadership intend~ 
the campaign to serve primarily the needs of ethnic Ukrainians. It wodl& 
permit any Ukrainization of the Russian population. Furthermore; "it w0,u.l 
aggressively Ukrainize the Russified proletariat, and rejected aqy measur 
set the urgent transformation of.this group as its target. Second, Stalin ce 
the Ukrainian ethnic elite, non-party or not, with great suspicion. ,H 
not sanction any promotion of Hrynko because of his lower ~revolutio a 
party status." Although Stalin listed other ethnic Ukrainians ;uready-pro 
in the party leadership, their numbers were comparatively few. The dil~ 
party faced, then , was how to Ukrainize if the Ukrainian element in the· p . 
admittedly weak. The party had to rely on non-party intelligentsia to"lead t:J 
ization in education, but also, as has been suggested, in .the training:m d 

• . •j 

tion of civil servants and party members. In time, it would grow anxioJ.l,"8, 
the intelligentsia's management of this campaign, even as agents of Sovi .. 

The KP(b)U Politburo's reply to. Stalin conceded some difficulties-in . 
ization, but emphasized that the party had made considerable gains an. 
Kaganovich's leadership, was headed in the right direction. · for examp 
1924 to 1926, Ukrainian membership in the party had risen from 33 -t 
cent and in the Komsomol from 50 to 63 per cent. Furthermore; it insisre 
others in the party had "just as much right to be called Ukrainians as SH 
and that "we think it is not necessary that 100 percent of the higher ldl'cllii;shi 
Ukrainian by blood."32 This latter statement suggests the notion ofa supra::
Ukrainian identity. The Politburo did not further define this identity in ·~ l 
but, ethnic Ukrainian or not, the party leadership could not claim roJur~ tQ' 

numbers of Ukrainian-speaking cadres to head the largely linguistic earn' 
Ukrainization. Its count of Ukrainian membership in the party was based _R 

on ethnicity and, although there was a rise, the proportion of Ukra.inilrnl. 
party was still much smaller than their proportion of the rnpublic'sJpap\'.llji · 
80 per cent in 1926. : 

By the Politburo's own admission, the civil-war legacy of antago~sm · 
Ukrainian national culture persisted among the party's rank and ,,filei Bt 
Ukrainians such as Shumsky and Hrynko could not join . the KP(b)U € 
Committee because they "had no influence on the party masses" and .sr· 
to:overcome their past "mistakes."33 The Politburo letter did not specify whit 
errors were, but suggested that their former membership in the · Borotbis .ar 
Ukrainian communist party that merged with the KP(b)U in 1,920, as en 
to compromise their authority, although it did not completely exclude .~ 
sibility of their eventual advancement. The party had, for a time, sancrio~ 
management ofNarkomos. Yet, even in these positions, the party did no 
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'.B{zynko and Shumsky and acted to remove each, although for very different 
. ..For Shumsky, his intervention with Stalin was the beginning of the end; 

;.ultimately removed from his post as commissar of education in February 
· for permit ting "national deviation" and was replaced by Mykola Skrypnyk. 

o ®mpensate for its acknowledgment of low Ukrainian membership in the 
, the Politburo offered as evidence of the progress of Ukrainization a descrip
of ir.-; greatest . success: the expansion of the Ukrainian-language schools. It 
@oed that primary schools were-nearly 80 per cent Ukrainized (consistent 
tb~1proportlon of ethnic Ukrainians in the republic), secondary schools were 
~ iiing fast, and higher educational institutions had made Ukrainian-lan-
c,~ owledge a requirement for admission. Ironically, then, by the Politburo's 
-admission, the most dramatic advance ofUkrainization had occurred under 

slty'swatch. 

thQugh -the Politburo had sanctioned an increase in Ukrainian education, at 
e time, it worried about the development 0£ Ukrainian national culture 

party members it did not fully trust . The party had prioritized political 
'li,_clation and economic recovery and growth over the educational and cul-

*cld s, but it was in these areas that it found the greatest danger because it 
·:no. and could not have complete authority over them. At the same time, 

ti~n and cultural advancement offered the greatest potential for the party to 

· · the proletariat without obvious force. It placed hope in the cultivation 
n'e\Y.generarion of Ukrainian-speaking workers. However, the large numbers 

ainized schools the party touted also represented a ticking clock. It had to 
~_ne:to rein in politically unreliable education administrators, oversee teach

anJ:ensure the ultimate trustworthiness of school graduates. Otherwise, the 
felired, the schools might produce a generation that would undermine its 

in kraine. 

ilie time being, the party attempted to maintain a middle course. A 1926 
lit given by Secretary of the TsK KP(b)U Fedor Korniushin argued that it 
Impossible to complete Ukrainization without the active participation of the 
era.riar: The proletariat and the party needed to head the campaign, com
ly familiarize themselves with Ukrainian culture, and clean it of its national 
g~ois tendency (.pereva~.34 However, it also recognized that a significant por
ofth e Ukrainian proletariat was Russified and might react negatively to any 
ll~ic;!ered, hasty campaign . The Ukrainization of the proletariat would take 
ttl:ie report considered the more than eight years that had passed since the 
u~on to be brief) and under no circumstances would the party allow the 
· sitlon of Ukrainian culture on workers of other nationalities." Those who 
d fur an increased pace, the report said, forget "there is not enough strength 
"it'and make a "fetish'' out of national culture. The party had to proceed with 
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careful deliberation, at a rate correspondent with the number of trusted Ukraini· 
instructors it had at its disposal, and in a manner sensitive to the concerns 0£..ch 
Russian-speaking population. 

As a practical matter, this meant the party would push Ukrainization hai;4· 
among officials who served the rural population and administered the .sclto.,Q · 
A proletarian party could not concede that Ukrainian culture was the pr~ 
of the peasantry. Such an acknowledgment would undermine the rationale 
intent of the campaign: the liberation of an oppressed national- culture and · 
orientation towards socialism. However, the Ukrainization of the proletaria · 
to be accomplished gradually. In addition to those at urban ,academic insti11µ 
the greatest concentration of instructors for the state-run .Ukrainization coot 
was in the schools. It was here, then, that officials hoped to best manage and o 
a new Ukrainian, proletarian culture. 

The party's principal organization for oversight and advancement of Uki:ai 
ized education was its youth wing, the Komsomol. The question of the 
mol's Ukrainization will be discussed in detail in chapter 8. Here, it is eoo 
to say that the party leadership took a direct interest in the Komsomol resp. 
to orders to Ukrainize. A March 1926 meeting of the KP(b)U TsK com~i;QJ 
emphasized that the Ukrainian Komsomol had to take a leading role in Ukraiiii· 
tion in children's institutions, and that the TsK would hold Komsomol leader.mi 
personally responsible for progress in the campaign. ·The problem was tha.r 
commission also found Ukrainization within the Komsomol itself to be :unsalll 
factory.35 Although ethnic-Ukrainian membership in the organization genemll 
had risen to 63 per cent, one commission report found that only 43.5 p~ .et:n 
of its sections in industrial areas reportedly carried out their work in Ukrai · 
(compared to 86.6 per cent of rural sections). 36 An additional report on Ukraiiti 
membership within the Komsomol confirmed these general figures, noting ,.ho" 
ever, that Ukrainization of the Komsomol apparat was inadequate . Furthermore 
a postscript to this report, added in pen, conceded that "a significant pord 
those identified in the report as Ukrainian do not know Ukrainian." 37 A Ko 
mol with few Ukrainian-speaking members had little authority or ability co .. p -
schools to rapidly switch their language of instruction. 

Not only had the Komsomol failed to Ukrainize, the TsK commissiorr 
doubted the commitment of some members to the policy. It concluded that llos 
ranking activists in the organization generally had not learned Ukrainian and, ·n 
few instances, had opposed "the political meaning ofUkrainization." 38. The,eo 
mission found little leadership in the Komsomol for transfer of official functio 
Ukrainian, negligence by regional sections regarding Ukrainization, and wid 
of Russian by members in all but the most rural areas. Whether by desigrt o . 
the Ukrainian Komsomol was resisting the very nationalities policy set by the[# , 
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\'©:we the Ukrainization of the Komsomol itself was important ,_ it was nee
?/' because of the supervisory role the organization was supposed to have 
f Ukrainian youth. First, the TsK commission mandated that all Komsomol 

dvists take part in the organization of Ukrainian-language schools, specifically 
fuduscdal districts. 39 Together with the party's propaganda wing, Agitprop, 
~Komsomol members had to work to ensure "political literacy" in the second 
· eoEnewly Ukrainized schools. The organization would find it impossible to 

' plish both these tasks and lead "Ukrainian cultural life" in the future if the 
and file did not deepen their knowledge of Ukrainian studies and the lan-

ge: The Komsomol also assumed a direct role over the Communist children 's 
yein~t, the Young Pioneers. While the schools would provide political train
,for students, the Pioneers' chief responsibility was to arrange public activity 

h.ildren outside the school. As will be detailed below, in almost all urban 
· ~and in many of the few villages where the Young Pioneers had sections, 
k-was in Russian.40 The Politburo Ukrainization Commission considered it 
especially abnormal phenomenon" that Young Pioneer sections operating in 
t Ukrainized schools still spoke in Russian regularly at their meetings. The 

i&nission placed blame for the failures squarely on the Komsomol. It is little 
~der, then, that some in the party worried about the ability of Communists to 
· age Ukrainization properly. 

Re-Ukrainizing Ukrainians 

le the Komsomol found it difficult to keep pace with Ukrainization of schools 
and industrial centres, Narkomos officials continued to worry about the 

, the broader Russian-language environment in these areas had on the capac-
0£-schools to fully transfer to Ukrainian. In particular, they pointed to the 

rmful influence of Russian chauvinism among civil servants, who adamantly 
c:d to send their children to Ukrainian-language schools, even if they were 
ic: .Ukrainian. Similarly, according to one newspaper account, some older 

chm remained hostile to Uktainization, having, before the revolution, "with 
lltGOurtesy of inspectors and cultural trainers, painstakingly implanted a foreign 
guage and foreign culture in our children, crippling their living spirit."41 A 

eeting of Kyiv party and school employees identified at least three schools 
,1tclty headed by Russian chauvinists like these.42 Narkomos officials labelled 

di attitu des "anti-Soviet" and cited their spread as reason for an even more con
ced-1<?ampaign of Ukrainization. 
llikotnos had repeatedly set as its target Ukrainian-language schooling for all 
' c-Ukrainian schoolchildren. In a detailed letter addressed to Arnautov, now 

d of Uprsotsvykh, the Kyiv regional school inspector, Lukashenko , detailed 
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the shortcomings ofUkrainization that persisted as late as 1926-7. He specincall 
raised concern that the overwhelming majority of children not attending scb,o 
were of Ukrainian origin and came from what he labelled the most "insecurel' [lll 
tion of the city's population: day labourers and the unemployed. 43 The city's scho 
had to embrace this population, and continued migration of ethnic Ukr .. 
into Kyiv would also mandate an increase in the number of Ulcrainian-languag 
schools operating at the time. A 1926 report of the Kyiv Regional Educati~ 
tion had indicated that the proportion of ethnic Ukrainians in the city was lllccl 
to rise.44 At the beginning of the 1925-6 school year, 32.5 per cent of the qi , 
students were studying in Ukrainian-language groups, although the proportl911 
ethnic-Ukrainian children in school stood at 40.5 per cent as a whole and 44.S:~ 
cent in the first grade alone. Significant numbers of Ukrainian children were·!\.~ 
enrolled in Ukrainian-language groups or schools. 

Lukashenko placed the blame for this gap squarely on the shouldm o 
Russified Ukrainian parents who wished to send their children to Russia 
language schools because they continued to believe that such schools o 
"greater perspectives."45 In doing so, Lukashenko argued, they ignored di 
"native language" of the child and made their selection on the basis of whi 
school used to be the privileged gymnasium during tsarist times or had a bet« 
administrator or facilities. Lukashenko counselled caution in dealing .with chit 
parents. Insensitivity to their wishes might only increase their own chau¥in 
ism and hostility towards Ukrainization . District school-enrolment commiS$ions 
needed to take "an approach of propagandizing and convincing [shliakh pr~]. 
huvannia i perekonannia]" with individual parents. Every increase ,in the en oJ:. 
ment of Russified Ukrainians in Ukrainian-language schools would· screngcli 
the authority of these schools and the push towards Ukrainization · in gen 
Only when parents could not be convinced otherwise should enrolm ent .ea 
missions assent to their wishes. 

However, for Lukashenko, a family's decision to send ethnic-Ukrainian 
dren to Russian-language schools was largely a matter of choice. So, ootwi 
standing his words of restraint, he condemned the Russophilism he found to 
most prevalent among white-collar workers: "In spite of the Ukraioizati o 
the Soviet apparat and his personal work, the Soviet office worker is, en m 
demanding to educate his children in the Russian school."46 Narkomos offil5! 
like Lukashenko must have seen hope in the increasing numbers of working-~! 
children who were attending Ukrainian schools. The KP(b)U and, as a co 
quence , Narkomos considered the proletariat's embrace ofUkrainization the-1:i 
determinant of the policy's success or failure. In his letter to the KP(b)U F,qllt 
buro, Stalin had cautioned against the forced Ukrainization of the proleril:ri t 

,· 
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b-ul'h ethnic Russian and Russified. The KP(b) U prohibited the Ukrainization of 
~former. Its approach to the Russified Ukrainian population was more nuanced . 

· :ere, Narkomos encouraged, and the party did not contravene, the Ukrainization 
fithe form.er bourgeoisie. It ultimately decided on a more gradual approach towards 
' pi:olecar.iat, whose Ukrainization the party needed, but could not compel. 
fo was a school's obligatory transfer to Ukrainian-language instruction in the 

o'urhern city of Mykolaiv, far away from the cultural capital of Kyiv, that raised 
dfo question of the Ukrainization of the Russian-speaking population generally for 

~ omos and , eventually, the party. In November 1926, TsKNM (the Central 
Co.mml ttee for National Minorities, a subsidiary organ ofVUTsVK) requested 

, t Narkomos investigate the "abnormal" Ukrainization of Mykolaiv Labour 
Qhool No. 15. According to a letter subsequently sent to Narkomos by parents 
sruden ts attending the school , the regional education inspector had Ukrainized 

,heJirst grade of.the school wJthout regard for the predominantly ethnic-Rus sian 
couiposition of the school.47 The letter further claimed that parents of five chil
cli n.in the Ukrainized group had removed their children from the school and the 
parents of the other sixty~five were only waiting to remove their children until 
d1eir·case had been reconsidered. The parents who wrote the complaint justified 
mhcir petition on the basis of a governmental decree protecting the educational 
rights of ethnic minorities. 

his defence, the Mykolaiv regional education inspector , Yosyp Podolsky, 
a railed the reasons for the Ukrainization of the schoo\. He argued that the Myko-
1 y inspectorate had concentrated its early campaign for the Ukrainization of 
rimary schools in workers' districts, where the Ukrainian population was high
sc-4-8 !iowever, by 1926-7, it turned its attention to the Ukrainization of the 

lower grades of schools in the central district of the city, where the majority of the 
P,D ulation was 'white collar' or artisan . This move was justified first on political 
srounds, because workers had come to believe that the inspectorate was targeting 
0p)y their districts for Ukrainization and not the districts of government employ
es, "who should in fact be the first to demonstrate a model for the implemen
ation of the directives [on Ukrainization] of the central [republican] organs of 

power and do not read [in Ukrainian] ."49 Second , the national composition of the 
district demanded some limited bpening of Ukrainian schools. Ukrainization had 
niken.-place in three schools of the central district, and parents moved quickly to 
re,,erve space for their children in them. 

According to the Mykolaiv inspector, any school could have been Ukrainized . 
e inspectorate chose Labour School No. 15, in specific, because it occupied the 

building, of a former gymnasium, owned by the director of the school. The school 
~ad-used its reputation as a gymnasium among the population and gathered 
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around it a group of supporters . Therefore, Podolsky argued , 
path of Ukrainization, the p!;!ople's. education · inspectorate intended to 1slmu 
taneously and definitively destroy the reputation of this school as a gymnas.r . · 
and to further change the pedagogical staff of this . school, to dismancl · an 
remnants of the olden days of schooling [shkilnoi starotiyny] in it."50 Of ,al!Mi 
schools Ukrainized in the city, this was the only •school parents petition ea 
remain Russian. 

Podolsky argued that it was primarily parents ofolder students , whose ~ :ru 
tion, in fact, remained in Russian, who proteste~ ·die school's. Ukrain izatld , 
overwhelming majority of parents of the students in,.the , Ukrainized firsct . 
registered their children to stay in the school;· and a second group was set"4,9, 
the school to accommodate the number of students. The inspectorate or '· · 
another group in a neighbouring Russian school for those students who wis~ed 
transfer. In the final analysis, Podolsky claimed, the parents' protest of the · 
ization of Labour School No. 15-was reactionary;·:uThe-parents were not spe .' 
out to defend 'their children,' but the remnants of the olden.days'of schooUng' · 

Uprsotsvykh had tried to find the middle ground between the Mykolaiv iOSR 
torate and the parents of Labour School No. 15. lt'affirmed the general tli.rusc:o'Fili 
inspectorate's Ukrainization policy, but recommended that the inspectorau;@ · 
nize a parallel Russian group for the first grade in this school.52 Both the pacen 
and the Mykolaiv inspectorate rejected this proposal .•Tn the end, lJp rsotsv;y: 
sided with the inspectorate, arguing that the first-grade, children in the ,seho 
had ample opportunity to transfer to Russian .groups in other schools, and 
children of the parents who mounted the protest were in older groups un:µfi cf 
by Ukrainization. 53 It recognized that the chief motive of the parents app -
to be an unwillingness to let a Ukrainian-language group use a room in a s 
renovated out of community funds. 

Limits Set 

What ,:seemed to be at issue in the Mykolaiv case was the question of whe · 
Russians were an ethnic minority and what sort of protection they desert 
Mykolaiv authorities .sought to escape reprimand by arguing that Russian pare 
still had the option of educating their children in Russian; and that the l.11~ · 
ization of Labour School No. 15 served a distinct pedagogical and political 
However, as .Podolsky noted , this school was not the only school Ukrainized 
Mykolaiv. Ukrainization proceeded apace in other schools in spite of predo ' 
nantly Russian student bodies. A December 1926 meeting of the KP(b)U :RoU 
buro commission on Ukrainization offered a chance to take stock of the diree o 
of Ukrainization . 
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:The commission met under the veil of criticism mounted by Yurii Larin at 
· April 1926 session of the All-Union Central Executive Committee (TsIK). 
t'.nis meeting, Larin addressed the previously taboo question of whether the 

kJr~an government should treat Russians as an ethnic minority, arguing 
( {fuµy for the affirmative.54 To support his case, Larin pointed to a series of 
t iminatory acts against Russian speakers in Ukraine, including the forced 
SU'lLction of their children in the Ukrainian language.55 Unlike Larin, how
r,,several representatives at the December meeting of the KP(b)U commission 
de an effort to separate the question of rights for ethnic Russians versus those 
E: ~fi.ed Ukrainians . The problem of what to do about the latter remained 
e to interp(etation. 

A June 1926 KP(b)U report by the Left Opposition 56 member and former 
Jllla of the TsKNM, Mykhailo Lobanov, was an indication of the confusion over 
Ila ·constitu ted a Ukrainian. He allowed that the party needed to pursue the 

Ukra,inizacion of its leadership and that of the government and trade unions, 
Ut insis_ted it must reject the forceful Ukrainization of its rank and file. Even 
kralnizarlon of the leadership had to proceed at a rate correspondent with the 

.'nian make.up of the Soviet apparat in general, a figure he insisted must be 
litermined by a survey oflanguage, not "lineage" (proiskhodzhenie).57 Tue party 
P.u.ld not abandon Ukrainization among the general population, but it had to 
roceed cautiously, supporting Ukrainian cultural institutions in a bid to increase 
ew a+tractiveness. -

1.qbanov was trying to walk a fine line. He conceded that the party could sim-
Jy,walt for the gradual re-Ukrainization of the city, yet said it must allow for 
m..e amount of coercion: "The Communist Party, having come to power dur
g:a revolution, cannot contemplatively, patiently regard the historical process's 

es of power,' observing 'neutrality' towards national: relations which are being 
~onraneously formed." However, the party's "artful forcing of this process" must 

ve,limits. Lobanov's report concluded that the present, unbounded policy had 
awed for the rise of a competitive struggle among language workers. Its con

• ,;trion would lead to' the growth of Ukrainian nationalism "in some Soviet
prorected form" and concealed Russian chauvinism. The party had to act to make 

e Ukrainian intelligentsia understand the policy had boundaries and to remove 
, excuse the Russian intelligentsia had to complain of oppression. Lobanov 

opped short of demanding "constitutional" recognition of ethnic-minority sta
for Russians, but demanded that local authorities guarantee access to judicial 
·cultural services in Russian, especially in workers' districts. The schooling 

f"workers' children was a key element of this requirement. However, Lobanov's 
~ $ on language as a marker of ethnicity did not meet with the agreement of 

GUtrenr policy. 
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Mykola Skrypnyk, Shumsky's successor as the Ukrainian People's Comnil 

Education, speaks at a meeting of the Communist Children's Movem 

(Young Pionee,rs) in Kharkiv, 1930. CourtesyTsDKFFAUii , ' 

In the view of many present at the December meeting of the PolitJ?Ull 
mission, a certain amount of involuntary Ukrainization of the Russian~s 
population had occurred. Volodymyr Zatonsky, who had previously ·serv,e 
Sovic;t Ukrainian state secretary (later commissar) of education durii}& 
war and then as UkrSSR commissar of education from January · h~ 9 t 
1920 and October 1922 to March 1924, argued that while continu ed 
Ukrainization was needed among the upper grades of schools, Na.i;~~m 
approached the "extreme" of coercive Ukrainization in lower grades, li 
eluded that continued work in this direction might provoke protest an · 
to the situation in Mykolaiv as an example. The next speaker; Lazove~.~. 
more specific. He cited the case of Mykolaiv Labour School No. 15 ap.d sup 
the demands of the parents to reverse the sch~ol's Ukrainization, cla,··.u_ :u,· ' ~~ 
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·c:eRussian population in Mykolaiv needed more Russian schools. Even 
~ nyk, a defender of Ukrainization and future commissar of educa-
0\'dedge~ that the policy had sometimes been inappropriately applied: 
r, believe that the dissatisfaction of the population, which does arise, 

tbe--fact that the requirements of the population are not being met."59 In 
e v:tlidaced the sort of protests mounted in Mykolaiv, if not their specific 
9 _(. 
ny1ded the push to recognize the Russian population as an ethnic minor

off the more provocative cries of national oppression by speakers such 
W' ·, He conceded that abuses of Russian interests had occurred in indi
, , , and recognized openly that the Russian population in Ukraine con-

l{n e,thnic minority and that the party should secure for it corresponding 
_ e very success of Ukrainization mandated such action. Other repre

cs .i, the meeting echoed this course. Ethnic Russians would be afforded 
teAti.on; and the right to educate their children in their native language, 
ly guaranteed , would be strictly guarded. 61 Th~ Ukrainization commis

ed-from calling for an outright constitutional definition of Russian 
·~arlty -:sta:tus. Protection of Russian rights would instead be a matter of 
:app · canon. 
~W,lg, was decidedly. less clear on the question of the Ukrainization of 
t4fuainian children. Zatonsky made a convincing case that ethnicity did 

iw,in:e:an.individual's native language and argued for cautious Ukrainiza
ng.rhe children of railroad workers. For Skrypnyk, the solution to charting 
PP.f9Rriate,course was stricter management oflocal organs implementing 

• _don. Particular sensitivity would have to be paid to the demands of the 
class, but Skrypnyk, and those who supported his view, maintained that 
nwsc -still push fundamental Ukrainization at the -primary-school level: 

llai;Ian continued to influence parental choice, and Ukrainian school atten
llS'dlsproponionarely low. 62 In short, Ukrainization among children of the 
a weu.ld proceed, but it would have to be carefully calibrated. 

l 



Chapter Thirteen 

. Conclusion 

In early Soviet Ukraine, the republican and Communist Party .leadershlp.ci 
educators and intellectuals to use language ·as a tool for the radical transfo 
tion of society.1 This study has sought· to unpack what this process meari. an 
demonstrate the union between educational and nationalities policy a.t th le 
of the classroom, and to go beyond a discussion of language transfer by dee 
The KP(b)U entrusted Narkomos to apply an innovative, progressive p·eda'go 
towards the creation of a new generation of Soviet citizens. Russian educi 
shared this approach, but their Ukrainian counterparts gave it greater atte11p 
because of the distinct vocational orientation of the Ukrainian educ:atlondj: 
tern. Narkomos aimed to do away with traditional subject divisions and t 

pedantry by integrating Jessons into thematic groupings, or complexes, fill 
oriented towards instructing students in the value of labour and the role o 
production. Students would gain a "labour mentality" by acculcuration, an 
more rapidly take their place in the rebuilding of an economy recovering fro 
the civil war. 

Narkomos maintained that instruction in the Ukrainian language was aoso 
lutely necessary for teachers to achieve this goal. It judged Ukrainian to b? th 
native language for all ethnic-Ukrainian children, and educators stressed th r' 
mary role of language in the new methodology. The commissariat also sou 
to rationalize education by recommending that teachers develop an awarene.<I g 
production through the study of the familiar, or "local studies" (k.raiemavswo 
The curriculum provided for the gradual broadening of this study to an inv. 
gation of a region's tie to all of Ukraine. The Ukrainian language and Ukr · , · 
studies were both at the core of a curriculum that allowed teachers and st\.J~ 

considerable freedom to innovate. Narkomos's hope was that children would: 
the outlook, self-confidence, and decision-making skills necessary to undei 
their public duties as young adults. 
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.lijpwever, most teachers were ill-prepared for the dual demands of a progressive 
cl! ogy and Ukrainization. They were inadequately paid, generally had a low 
c ,of education, and had little training in how to teach in Ukrainian or design 

eW'riculwn on the basis of the complex system touted by Narkomos guides. 
ohoq>ls, on the whole, remained in a state of disrepair, and teachers lacked paper, 

. c school supplies, and, most importantly, Ukrainian-language textbooks or 
~11gogical guides. Narkomos had pursued a decentralized process for both 
: ' ' · tion and curricular planning, leaving the tasks of school reform to local 
uiation sections. The general lack of state and community financial support 
lL cl.ucation meant that these sections could offer teachers few opportunities 

retraining. Some returned to a formalistic approach in the classroom or aban
fillp 'methodology altogether. 

porrancly, evaluations of teachers' language knowledge revealed that teachers 
:~ so not made much qualitative progress in transferring to Ukrainian-language 
S.truction. Narkomos correlated resistance to linguistic and pedagogical reform 
dmewed instances of both as anti-Soviet behaviour. As the experience ofOdesa 

ed, although local education sections occasionally acted to discipline or 
is~ss problematic teachers, they also made allowances for delay. There were 
C\Vi incentives for real change. Ultimately, this study has argued, the success of 

· 'zation must be judged at this level. An increase in Ukrainian-language 
~ooliqg did not translate into a rapid transformation of the classroom's language 
\fiionmenr . 
~ -spite of the problems associated with Ukrainization, this study maintains 

tbat',the shift to Ukrainian-language schooling was a fundamental aspect of the 
:s program for galvanizing republic-wide support for its economic programs and 
lng urban authority over the village.-If industrial workers and the party were 

Q administer the countryside; they would have to master its language: Ukrainian. 
e Ukrainization campaign would be ineffectual without the Ukrainization 

F e proletariat. Nevertheless, protests regarding the "forced" Ukrainization 
ofaome labourers (and their children) occasioned the intervention of the party. 
N~komos did not (and could not) abandon the Ukrainization of the republic's 
'ti ustrial labourers, but settled on a more indirect formula. Ukrainization of the 
proletariat would occur gradually through children. Although the KP(b)U abso

tely forbade the involuntary schooling of ethnic-Russian children in Ukrainian, 
a:ve Narkomos the freedom to continue to Ukrainize children of "Russified" 
ainians. In effect, Russified Ukrainian parents had to resist a strong Narkomos 
paign of persuasion and disprove the identification of Ukrainian as the 

ti:v.e language of their children. Narkomos's final objective was the creation 
' a:iUkrain ian-speaking, labour-oriented cadre that would alter the linguistic 
vironment of the cities. 
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The paradox of both the program for Ukrainization and the new Sovievsah 
was that the Communist Party leadership sought a controlled outcome tO; e , ~ 
tion, and yet had little day-to-day management over the classroom and che pblio, 
costs of its activity. Although the, shortcomings of Ukrainization among cc¼$ 
were widespread; there was a group of educators committed to the policy, 
improvement. The person ofUkrainizer and pedagogical innovator was often o.n 
and the same. The KP(b)U relied on these individuals greatly for. Ukrainixatlo ' 
general success. Consequently, the importance of the field of education 1 'oft 
characterized as a "soft-line" concern, should not be minimized. In someriu 
educators were creating centres of authority alternative to Narkomos. Tbe.KB(b 
monitored the activity of these figures and grew increasingly worried abou di 
potential power. Non-party educators subscribed to a broad understan~ 
Ukrainian culture's place in the building of socialism and worked to sere 
this role. They hoped that Ukrainization's ultimate agenda would be shap~Ck 
their efforts, and put great faith in the ability of education to define behavio~ 
faith that the party leadership ultimately shared. 

While focusing on the period of so-called High Stalinism, Serhy Yelrel~ 
has argued that "Ukrainian culture did not result from Moscow's diktat anti ~ 
suppression of the local intelligentsia's 'natural' national sentiment ... It was eh · 
interaction with Moscow, rather than simply the centre's totalizing designs, 
produced the official line on non-Russian identities and national patrimonies: 
As this study has made clear, the centralizing aspirations emphasized in conv 
tional histories of the Stalinist period were considerably absent in the l 920s, b 
the parry/state still mandated that the Ukrainian Soviet education system prod 
a definite result: a loyal citizen prepared to participate in the new socialist · 
omy. The Ukrainian intelligentsia (educational theorists and teachers) assume· 
critical role in determining the process to reach this end. To a significant d~ 
then, this study provides a helpful prelude to Yekelchyk's argument. As Yekck'ft 
notes, in the 1920s (and for chose whose formative experiences were drawrufro 
this period), socialism and Ukrainian nation building were "potentially CODtP. 
ible projects."3 Indeed, the high numbers of primary schools Ukrainized stan 
evidence of this fact. However, teachers still had significant work to do to me 
standards the Soviet state had set for itsel£ 

While participatory space continued to exist,in the Stalinist state an 
Soviet Union remained committed to national, categories of undersfun • 
this study emphasizes that the repression of a leading :segment of the u· •=•~'4 
intellectual elite that began in 1930 had an essential effect in setting the , :· •· 
negotiation. Thus, although Ukrainian educators like Francine Hirsch's echnogiaR 
adjusted to the realities of Soviet power after the cultural revolution and "I 
how to show that their nationalism was the correct 'Soviet' kind, devoid o 
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ur eois' tendencies and ambitions," 4 this adjustment was fundamental and 
fo_eseen by the Ukrainizers. Furthermore, this was a decidedly uneven "par-

R,1 ory'' process, one already undermined by the Communist Party's suspi
. ef the Ukrainian intelligentsia. This study has argued that the SVU show 
.biievocably damaged future efforts for Ukrainization and suggested that the 

~cited achievements of 1930 to 1933 must be questioned. The SVU show 
al. as·aimed directly at Ukrainizing and progressive educators. The KP(b)U , 
de by Moscow, put forty-five members of the intelligentsia on trial, not just 
use it had little confidence in non-party intelligentsia, but also because it 
misgivings about the real consequences of their work (despite the actual 

cierrcies of a Ukrainian.language education in 1929-30). This anxiety pro
•the script for the repression against the intelligentsia, if it was not the sole 

ot!varion for this action. The signal that the party intended for teachers was 
tthey must place Ukrainization under the party's leadership and wed it to the 
bh campaigns of the Five-Year Plan. The message teachers understood was 
t ltmas best not to burden themselves unnecessarily with the goals of the cam

. gn. -Although Narkomos achieved full Ukrainization formally, examinations 
t~acher knowledge continued to reveal a weak grasp of the Ukrainian language 

·iii Ukrainian-srudies topics. Few were leading the charge for a policy that the 
ublican leaders continued to tout. 

FLl.ilthermore, the party's move to rein in Ukrainization corresponded with a 
rocracted move to assume management over classroom methodology. By 1930, 
~'la$ clear that the complex method had not realized Narkomos's academic goals 
dihad created too much opportunity for variant interpretations of curriculum. 
Viec authorities politicized progressive education and linked student activism 
thf explicit goals of the First Five-Year Plan: collectivization and industrializa-
n. Ihe move to conform the Ukrainian education system to all-Union norms 

hadowed the regimentation of the education system generally. The SVU trial 
• ately offered an excuse for a full-scale rejection of the complex system. Sev
,SV,U defendants had been prominent sponsors of progressive pedagogy. Now, 
cqmplex system as a whole was tainted by association, and the pedagogical 
s),lamed Ukrainian nationalises for confusion in the schools. 
• omos and the KP(b)U continued to pursue Ukrainization, especially in 
\idary and post-secondary educational institutions. They had declared signifi

t success at the primary-school level in a generalized, sense, but left ambiguous 
etrics of what this success meant. The archival material on the classroom 

e-early 1930s ,is sparse; still, existing. reports suggest that considerable work 
ed to take place "behind the scenes," at the local level. The "complete" Ukrain-

d 'n ef primary ,schools had not ceased to be a•.concern, but the priorities of 
l<:P(b)U and Narkomos were elsewhere, and qualitative improvements in 
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Ukrainian-language instruction stalled. Meanwhile, reports of Ukrainian nap_o 
ist and counter-revolutionary activity in the schools and Young Pioneers !cl • 
ments, and stories of violence directed against activist children and readi 
continued to mount. By early 1933, when Narkomos administrators dJsc~& 
Ukrainization of schools, they increasingly talked about it in a negative sens_e, 
policy that had violated the rights of ethnic Russians and had led to a rise ih. 
nian nationalism. In 1933-4, when the party finally declared "local national' -
the chief danger, Soviet authorities purged the Narkomos apparat almost en· 
of its existing staff and dismissed thousands of Ukrainian teachers. In the years 
followed, the number of Ukrainian schools dropped in major urban centri:.s 
Soviet authorities no longer consistently compelled the systematic Ukr · 
of higher education, opting instead to permit Russian-language predo :\ 
Boch these processes would accelerate after the war. In fact, the die had bei:n, 
earlier. The SVU show trial had already fundamentally undermined the poremi 
Ukrainian-language instruction. Repressions against Ukrainian national elit 
particular educators, ultimately robbed the linguistic component of Ukrainizatl 
of its vigour and sent a signal to those who might have too enthusiastically. 
up the charge: "Now the Ukrainian language stopped being the basic m ' 
modernization. Those who wanted to win respected social status and g~ en 
to new information, to contemporary scientific thought and knowledge in 
resort to the Russian language."6 The examples of Odesa Labour School · a 
and Labour School No. 67, referenced in chapter 9, evoke an intriguing pkc 
an acceptance of a Ukrainian national category and the strengthening of naci 
identity in this most non-Ukrainian of cities and regions, and suggest a p 
alternative course of how Ukrainization might have proceeded.7 Perhaps few , 
children (or their parents) in these or other Ukrainizing schools privileged cone 
about national identity, but they acknowledged chat a Ukrainian identity. 
maybe on par with a Russian one. 

Much of the story that is told here is about challenge and failure. A cencral: 
of this study is chat the Ukrainization of primary schooling, which other Sli:lif) 

have assumed to be automatic,-was a demanding, incomplete, and contested. 
paign. However, Ukrainization's achievements should not be lost on the read~~ 
problematic route of contemporary Ukrainization is a reminder that perha'P, 
much was expected in too short a time in the interwar period. Still, given the, 
exclusively Ukrainian-speaking population in the republic at that time, che:S 
government might have accomplished more if its trust in the Ukrainizers ha'dl,p 
greater, To repeat, the objective of Ukrainization was a levelling of language 
archy, a reversal of Russification, and the increased use of Ukrainian in th. 
lie space. Primarily, the campaign was directed at ethnic Ukrainians, altlio_ 
required anyone in a position to-service Ukrainians as the largest ethnic gr u 
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!!~public to learn Ukrainian, and assumed a "sorting out" of Ukrainians that 
never so neat. The UkrSSR, in fact, took the lead among Soviet republics in 

~o ting ethnic-minority cultures, setting up so-called national districts where 
leaders claimed a concentration of a particular ethnic group. Political leaders 

' "e KP(b)U and administrators in Narkomos recognized the ethnic dJversity 
f,tne republic and strongly supported a network of primary schools to educate 
tlinie:-minoriry children, so much so that some parents who wished to have their 

dren attend a Russian or Ukrainian school felt their choice was constrained. 
' 'Particular challenge makes the case of education in Ukraine compelling as 
xarn.i.nation of the intersection among education, "national" (Ukrainian, Rus

~. Polish, Jewish, etc.) interest, citizenship, and parental choice. Although the 
'dy privileges the story of Ukrainian-language schooling and its tie to education 
t1ID• it is critical to remember that the state pursued these campaigns in the 

Ontext of a general effort to satisfy all national communities. If any label is to be 
gplled to the linguistic component of educational policy in Ukraine as whole, it 
ould be de-Russification rather chati Ukrainization. 
Education was not a daily concern of the leadership of the VKP(b) or even the 
(b)U, but challenges regarding schooling could have an impact on political 

decisions. A study of nationalities and educational policy reveals much about the 
· djyidual's relationship with the state. Citizens of the UkrSSR were subjects of 
allcies that were still under development. Thus, they were trying to discover what 
· le eh~ state expected of ,them, what motive they had to participate, and what 

limits of their engagement in the policy should be, if any. Both Ukrainization 
progressive education requited their involvement, and citizen input inevitably 

IJ,tnced the contours of state policy. At the local level, the Soviet Union created 
, lf,eC for civic participation, and activities stemming from, and surrounding, the 
lio.olhouse were critical reflections and stimulants of government. As Odesa's 
Oli}'I vividly illustrates, the success or failure of Ukrainization of schools hinged 
n peal initiative and, in the end, the compliance of administrators; teachers, par

~ 1 and students. Furthermore, the progressive schooling of the 1920s required 
·· dren to gather information about their local·community, information neces

for .the fulfillment of the curriculum and of interest to the state. In the end, 
'party proved itself much more willing to trust children than teachers or even 

' 'komos administrators, even as it worried about children's vulnerability. Chil
o and youth were a force for change because their views and positions were not 
tic.and were capable of implementing change. Some of the very children who 
re the subjects of Ukrainization and progressive pedagogy in 1923 conceivably 

,9.k .part in the alteration of both by the early 1930s. 
··1 is study is a story about nation building, but also an account of urbanization 
'd the development of a modern sensibility.8 The Soviet state required children 
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and their parents co appreciate the world beyond the village or their-'Gi~ 
offered chem an opportunity to identify with a larger construct. ,Given,a;rail 
sources, it is difficult to specify,.how children understood what they ytere 
told, but Ukrainization undoubtedly brought the nation into the dassrodm, 
language in which children were taught was the same language spoken ,in K 
Kharkiv, and Odesa, and excursions and lessons in Ukrainian studies fur 
reinforced this association.·The assignment of children to schools by nado 
also promoted a sense of national identity, but not exclusively for :UlO'lUni 
since schools were supposed to be established for each concentration of a'.fl, , 
minority, including Russians. To select Ukrainian students for one schodl. 
to exclude and redirect students of different ethnic groups. Thus, children 
nationalities were compelled to recognize a Ukrainian national identi · as 
as a national taxonomy in general. What mattered in the end was the edu 
system's development of these circles of overlapping association and omiss(el) 

Moreover, the increased migration of Ukrainians to the cities t hangeQJ 
character of urban life by altering the ethnic picture of cities as well:as14tct, 
ing their "peasantization." The actual or potential future migration 'of 
nian peasants provoked fears of a crisis of authority, and Ukrainizers spo 
strongly of the need to e.nsure the establishment of "complete" (full scvem-.y 
primary Ukrainian schools for the children of these migrants, even in:t11 
non-Ukrainian city, Odesa. Migration meant ·thg_t Ukrainization was,· 
sity because of a real shift in population as well as anticipated future tnµ~ 
What appeared to be dangerous was not that this shift was.occurri t 
desired), but that it might provoke social and political instability. Scho]ili 
Ukrainian was needed to prevent any rise in national frustration an~ · 
children of recently arrived peasants to be politically ·responsible citizea ~ 
could educate their parents in turn. Narkomos officials also advocated m 
lishment of Ukrainian schools in city centres, away from where migtants t e 
to settle·. Their aim was to symbolically alter cultural identity; to dc!,i~ 
the most valued establishments in a city, including the best schools ii 
mer gymnasiums. This effort negatively impacted children who were not 
nian or not Ukrainian-speaking and were already enrolled in schools oi:d~ri 
Ukrainize, but local education officials insisted any temporary dislocacj: · n 
necessary. Otherwise, urban populations would believe Ukrainizati oru,app 
only to districts outside the city's heart, and Ukrainian would remain a 
solely associated with peasants and the marginalized. Narkomos would ,pr, 
Russified Ukrainians to continue their enrolment and, in time, aans~ . 
Ukrainians to other schools. Narkomos's post~l933 reduction in tliein 
of urban Ukrainian schools because of the "forced Ukrainization" of1 · · 
(and, implicitly, Russian-speakers) meant an •abandonment of one of W: 
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of the policy: a capture of urban space through the conversion of presti
US city schools ro Ukrainian-language instru ction. 
The transformation of Ukrainian cultu re in to the urban and esteemed was 
a.or to alter children's self-identification regardless of whether they lived in the 

0

o/, but it was the content of a school's instruction that affirmed children's views 
tmodern citizenship. The education offered in Ukrainian schools was revolu
'orwy in its ambition to train informed, active participants in the building of 
rjallsm through instruction driven in the first instance by children themselves. 

oontradiction in Soviet education generally at this time is that Soviet authorities 
d to create citizens capable of independent, self-motivated action and yet, 

the end, they feared children's vulnerability to "foreign" persuasion, as mate
on the Komsomol and Young Pioneers demonstrates. This study is telling, 

en about the Soviet state's aspirations as revealed in its education program and 
· limitations of its expectations. In progressive pedagogy, Narkomos saw the 
mise of revolution fulfilled and yet ultimately shifted course towards a new 
scrvatism, partly in recognition of the concerns of some parents and teach
mar children were not learning fundamental skills and classrooms were in 
rder because of the teacher's diminished authority. Furthermore, the flexible 
uction that progressive pedagogy embraced introduced unpredictability and 

.. tential for challenges to Soviet political authority. 
e turn to a conservative pedagogy oriented around textbook use and a 

clters leadership diminished the pressure of Ukrainization, in part because of 
pedagogy's reliance on literature already in print, much of which still 

plained in Russian. The accompanying unification of the Ukrainian and Russian 
93-don systems also required a uniformity and interchangeability of instruc-

n t Ukrainization, through its instruction in Ukrainian studies as well as 
lmguage, complicated. None of this is to say that education in the UkrSSR 
e 1930s was "reactionary," but it bears repeating that Ukrainization and the 

. ressive pedagogy of the 1920s were mutually compatible campaigns that 
fe<consiscem with the revolution's liberating and modernizing goals (and not 

tqra:eat). The Communist Party believed Ukrainization was necessary in order 
frect the tsarist oppression of the past, transmit Soviet values, and transform 
c wodcforce of the republic. Tension resulted from the effort to define what the 
· ts of this commitment to the Ukrainian language and culture were and what 
.~ non-party intellectuals would have in the campaign. Short of some readily 
!Parent extremes, Ukrainization was initially a negotiated process. The UkrSSR 

exceptional among the Soviet republics for being a place where intellectuals 
d individuals in the republican leadership were willing to push the envelope of 
donalities policy beyond that imagined elsewhere. 
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Conclusion 
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